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Explanations of Callimachean a‡ t i a
P. Mich. inv. 6235
Plate IV

fr. 1 18.5 cm x 7.3 cm
fr. 2 3.2 cm x 2.5 cm

II-III AD
Provenance unknown

P. Mich. inv. 6235 frr. 1 and 2 comprise a subliterary text. The pieces are the right side
of one column; a lower margin of 2 cm is preserved in fragment 1. The writing runs against
the fibers and may be compared in the formation of its letters to P. Oxy. 3229, Hesiod Erga
which is dated to the middle or later second century AD; but the handwriting of the Michigan
papyrus is smaller and less well executed. The letters are regular, formal rounded capitals.
The papyrus has no diacritical marks, perhaps with one exception: there seems to be a high
stop at the end of line 15 (see note ad loc.).1 Horizontal strokes function as line fillers at the
end of lines 5 and 10 of fr. 1 and line 2 of fr. 2.
The utmost right margin of both fragments is slightly thicker than the rest of the papyrus,
and there are indications that here was collesis. On the front of the papyrus where the writing
runs parallel to the fibres no such indications exist; they would have appeared to the right of
the extant fragments.
The text is on the back of a documentary papyrus which yields no information for the
date of the piece. But since it preserves a broad upper margin, it may be concluded that the
extant first line of the subliterary text on its back is the first, or perhaps the second line of the
column. Certainly the back was written in a much more skilled hand than the front; since it is
written along the fibers, it is safe to assume it was written first. It is not uncommon that subliterary texts are written on the backs of documents.

fr. 1

1

I. The Text
— — — — — — — —

There might also be a high stop at the end of line 7 (see p. 159, ad loc.); but it appears above the line
and could be splash of ink.
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(margin)
fr. 2

— — — — — — — —

— — — — — — — —
If fr. 2 belongs provides the line ends for 21-24 (see above), these line ends should be
arranged as follows:

(margin)
fr. 1
3. ]``: of the second letter an oblique stroke is extant; probably ]on (t]Ún ÉApÒl|[lvna?).
4: the first letter after the lacuna is a vertical stroke; ]¤an is possible.
5: after the lacuna, the rest of the letter before o suits the second part of p, hence ÉA]pÒllv|[n-. The
line filler after v shows that the last syllable of this word follows in the next line. The dative -ni, probably
also the accusative -na, would have fitted in the space now filled by the line filler, particularly since the last
letters could be written in smaller writing (see line 11). Hence -no! rather than -na. The space between ]meno[
and ÉA]pÒllv|[n- would suit ]meno[u or ]meno[n.
6: from the letter after e (rather than y) the foot of a vertical stroke near to the previous letter is preserved. The letter after the small gap is a vertical stroke. parei[!]i or parei[a]i seem to be the most evident
possibilities. Thereafter the letters must be divided dÉ é!fa|[l-.
7: one of the obvious possibilities for ]tio! is a‡]tio!. After egeneto there is a small ink mark well
above the line, maybe a high stop. If this could be established, there would be no doubt that a clause, whether
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main or subordinate, ends here. Such a dot occurs in only one other instance in this text, and in this case it appears in a clearly lower position at the upper part of the line. In line 7, however, the dot could be a splash of
ink.
8: whether this was simply a short line concluding the previous section or a vacant line by which this
and the following section are separated, is difficult to decide. See also the preceding note on the possibility of
a period at its end.
9-24: ÉAyÆnh! is an epic form, probably the end of a hexameter (see p. 160); the continuation is again in
prose. The implications for the understanding of the nature of the fragment and, in particular, for the interpretation of lines 9-24 will be discussed below (sect. II). There is no punctuation or blank indicating the transition
from the quotation of a line of poetry to prose.
10: ]lato! or ]mato!. Perhaps yeÆ]lato! (see sect. II, ad loc.).
11. eporeuonto: to is written by the same hand in smaller letters indicating either a correction or the
scribe's wish to fit the entire word into the line.
13. ]n: ]ai is also possible.
15 ]!h!: of the first letter only the right upper part is preserved. At line end, there appears what looks
like !tigmØ ênv; see above on line 7.
17. ]hna de: (≤) ÉAy]hnç d(¢) P. van Minnen. After the following kh appears the upper left part of an
oblique stroke stretching from the upper right to the lower left; in the lower right part the foot of the same letter is extant: a minute vertical stroke tuming, at the bottom slightly to the right. These distinct traces suit l;
cf. the l of 12 elenh!, where the left leg descending diagonally to the lower left, at the bottom turns slightly
to the right (actually, the stroke may have been drawn from the lower left to the upper right); the resulting
curve gives the illusion of a short vertical stroke. d should, however, not be excluded (see 14 arkadi, damaged and not very clear).
18: ]nyh: aorist passive. After au appears what deceptively looks like a blank; it could easily be the
space beneath the left horizontal of t (now broken off). See below sect. II.
19. ev!: above the e appears what, if it is ink, is of slightly different color than the original scribe's
ink and could be interpreted as an acute accent.
20. ]aktvn: not én]ãktvn, as this is a poetic word; probably égan]aktvn, then [§]p‹ t[.
21: probably e‰na[i.
fr. 2
Since traces of what seems to have been collesis appear on the right edge of fragments 1 and 2 (see
above, p. 157), both should come from the same column. The placement of fragment 2 containing the end of
lines at the top of the extant column (fr. 1) is precluded by the fact that the surface color of the two fragments
in this area is quite different. Moreover, the writing on the front side of fr. 2 should not be placed where the
front side of fr. 1 displays a broad upper margin (see p. 157). Fr. 2 could, however, fit in the right lower corner of the column where, in fr. 1, a piece with the text of the line ends is broken off (21-24). In the area, the
matching color of the papyrus is also persuasive too.
1: This could be an ending of an hexameter ]a n∞a, but ]anh é- (§f]ãnh?), or ]an µ é- are possible
word divisions no less convenient.
2: ]`iou: the first letter is either a or l. This is surely the ending of a word.
3: Perhaps §ke›, or §kei|[-.
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II. Kallimachos' Aitia and Athena's Statue in Theuthis
At fr. 1.9 a new section begins in which first a hexametric line ending with ÉAyÆnh!, a
lemma, is quoted and then followed by what seems to be a prose explanation or cmmentary.
Any further restoration depends on knowing the length of the lines.
As it is, we have only the right portion of a column. But there are some clues at least: at
line 10-11 we read épÚ aﬁt¤|[a!. In the next line, oﬂ ÜEllh]ne! §poreÊonto is sure. The
imperfect shows that the action is on-going, therefore this is probably part of a subordinate
clause. In the context of the following mention of Helen and Agamemnon, the action of the
main clause occurred, when the Greeks were on their way to Troy. épÚ aﬁt¤|[a! toiaÊth!
2
may then be the beginning of an explanatory story. If this is right, then we can approximate
the length of lines 11-12:
épÚ aﬁt¤a! toiaÊth!: §peidØ oﬂ ÜEllh]ne! §poreÊonto
§p‹ Tro¤an polemÆ!onte! Íp]¢r t∞! ÑEl°nh!
The length of these lines would then be 34 or 35 letters, with 22 and 23 letters broken off
at the left of the extant text. This line length approximates that of a hexameter. For instance,
the two hexameters of the Iliad ending with -n ÉAyÆnh! (Iliad 10.497 and 15.412) have 32 or
33 letters. Therefore we suppose the lemma ending with -]n ÉAyÆnh! was a complete hexameter. After the deduction of the four following letters (exon|) from the total line length of
34 or 35 letters, the hexameter quoted in the lemma would contain about 30 letters. Since,
however, ekthesis of the lemma is likely, the line should contain even one or two letters
more, and thus come very close to the line length of the hexameters just mentioned.
Athena (in the lemma and probably again in line 17 in the expected Attic form), Helen
(12), Agamemnon (13), the land of the Arcadians (14 and 23), and the occurrence of the verb
!trateÊein (line 17) all indicate an episode broadly situated at the time when the Greeks set
out for Troy. The only extant story combining these elements is told by Pausanias (8.28.4-6):
4 Tª x≈r& d¢ tª Yei!Ò& pro!exØ! k≈mh TeËy¤! §!ti: pãlai d¢ ∑n pÒli!ma ≤
TeËyi!. §p‹ d¢ toË pol°mou toË prÚ! ÉIl¤ƒ ﬁd¤& pare¤xonto oﬂ §ntaËya
≤gemÒna: ˆnoma d¢ aÈt“ TeËyin, oﬂ d¢ ÖOrnutÒn fa!in e‰nai. …! d¢ to›!
ÜEllh!in oÈk §g¤neto §p¤fora §j AÈl¤do! pneÊmata, éllå ênemo! !fç!
b¤aio! §p‹ xrÒnon e‰xen §gkle¤!a!, éf¤keto ı TeËyi! ÉAgam°mnoni §! ép°xyei5 an ka‹ Ùp¤!v toÁ! ÉArkãda! œn ∑rxen épãjein ¶mellen §ntaËya ÉAyhnçn l°gou!i M°lani t“ âVpo! eﬁka!m°nhn épotr°pein t∞! ıdoË TeËyin t∞!
o‡kade: ı d°, ëte oﬁdoËnto! aÈt“ toË yumoË, pa¤ei tØn yeÚn t“ dÒrati §!
tÚn mhrÒn, épÆgage d¢ ka‹ §k t∞! AÈl¤do! Ùp¤!v tÚn !tratÒn. éna!tr°ca! d¢ §! tØn oﬁke¤an, tØn yeÚn ¶dojen aÈtØn tetrvm°nhn fan∞na¤ oﬂ tÚn
mhrÒn: tÚ d¢ épÚ toÊtou kat°labe TeËyin fyin≈dh! nÒ!o!, mÒnoi! te ÉAr6 kãdvn to›! §ntaËya oÈk éped¤dou karpÚn oÈd°na ≤ g∞. xrÒnƒ d¢ Ï!teron êlla te §xrÆ!yh !f¤!in §k Dvd≈nh!, ıpo›a dr«nte! ﬂlã!e!yai tØn ye2

For the expression épÚ aﬁt¤a! toiaÊth!, see Ps.-Plut. de fluviis 19.3.1 and Eustath. ad B 732 (van der
Valk 1.517.9).
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Ún ¶mellon, ka‹ êgalma §poiÆ!anto ÉAyhnç! ¶xon traËma §p‹ toË mhroË.
toËto ka‹ aÈtÚ! tÚ êgalma e‰don, telam«ni porfur“ tÚn mhrÚn kateilhm°non. ka‹ êlla §n Teuy¤di, ÉAfrod¤th! te ﬂerÚn ka‹ ÉArt°midÒ! §!ti.
There is also an important scholion for Paus. 8.28.6 mentioning the same story and
naming Kallimachos as a poet referring to it (III p. 222 Spiro):
˜ti fh!‹n oto! (scil. Paus.) •vrak°nai tÚ t∞! ÉAyhnç! êgalma §n Teuy¤di
telam«ni kateilhm°non. ka‹ µ Kall¤maxo! µ oto! ceÊdetai. ı m¢n går
pala¤ter<o!> n (palait°rvn codd. em. Kaibel) fh!i l∞jai toË traÊmato! tØn yerape¤an, ı d¢ •vrak°nai fh!‹n ¶ti À!per §pidoÊmenon ka‹ yerapeuÒmenon.
Our lemma is therefore the end of one of Kallimachos' hexameters, no doubt from his
Aitia. This seems to confirm the reconstruction a‡]tio! §g°neto (line 7) as well as of épÚ
aﬁt¤|[a! toiaÊth! (lines 10-11). ÉAyÆnh! appears twice at the end of surviving Callimachean
hexameters:3
fr. 100.3 Pf. (Aitia):
fr. 260.41 Pf. (Hecale):

ka‹ går ÉAyÆnh!
§n L¤ndƒ DanaÚ! litÚn ¶yhken ßdo!
barÁ! xÒlo! aﬁ¢n ÉAyÆnh!

The beginning of this story told by Pausanias is also preserved in a Callimachean fragment (SH 276.12 ff [Aitia?] = P. Oxy. I 14 [Grenfell and Hunt, 1898] and P. Mich. inv.
4761C [M. Gronewald, ZPE 15,1974, 105]):
12

toËd° kotÉ ÉArge¤oi!iÕn §! AÈl¤da [
ko¤rano!: ÉAtre¤dai!Õ dÉ eﬁ! ¶rin énti`[
≥geiren m°ga ne›Õko!, ˘ ka‹ põa[
eﬁ! •Òn, éllÉ ¶!th<!>, pa› DiÒ!, §m mÕ[e!ãtvi
[
]
–––––
12 [!Êmmaxo! ∑lye Gronewald

B.M.W. Knox (cf. H. Lloyd-Jones, ZPE 26 [1977] 55f.) observed that this fragment
contains the Teuthis myth as told by Pausanias. Before we discuss the relationship of our fr. 1
to the story, some restorations of the new papyrus should be suggested. All concur with the
line length of ca. 34/35 letters suggested above. Of course, all supplements are given only exempli gratia.
10: If we keep in mind the revenge of the goddess, it seems that the most suitable restoration of ]mato!
or ]lato! is yeÆ]lato!, probably as a predicative. Pausanias' expression, oÈk éped¤dou karpÚn oÈd°na ≤
g∞, can be called in Greek simply ékarp¤a or fyorã: therefore ékarp¤a/fyorå §g°neto/∑n yeÆ]lato! are
possible supplements. Before these words only little space remains at the beginning of the line, not enough,
however, for a complete clause. exon looks like ¶xon|[te!, followed by an object, which will fill the rest of
the line. Therefore we assume that the finite verb was part of the lemma, perhaps ending in ]n (-!a]n or similar). ¶xon|[te! as part of the commentary was then syntactically connected with the lemma, which could ex3

In 260.34 Pfeiffer accepted Weinberger's suggestion ÉAyÆnh! At the end of an otherwise illegible line.
H. Lloyed-Jones and J. Rea (HSCP 72 [1968] 125) saw only na! or nh! (SH 288).
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plain why there is no punctuation or space after the lemma and before the explanation (see sect. I ad loc.).
Then the subject of the lemma must be the Arcadians (suffering hunger), and the object of ¶xonte! may be
ékarp¤an or fyorãn. Perhaps in this verse the story of the statue made in honor of Athene was told, as elsewhere Kallimachos referred to Athena's statue in Lindos (fr. 100.3 quoted above, p. 161). Thus we propose
¶xon|[te! ékarp¤an: fyorå går ∑n yeÆ]lato!, with 24 letters supplemented.
13-15: ]!h! looks like the ending of a feminine participle, and oÔ]!h! seems to be the simplest and best
solution. Probably at this point the home town of the special Arcadian contingent under the leadership of Teuthis/Ornytos was mentioned and described in terms similar to what we read in Pausanias (8.24.4, quoted above,
p. 161).
It seems that after t∞! ÉArkad¤|[a! an appositive to Teuy¤do! follows: t∞! ÉArkad¤|[a! - - - pÒlev!
oÔ]!h! oÈk Ùl¤gh!. According to Pausanias one expects to find a remark that the town was once not small.
t∞! ÉArkad¤|[a! §n t“ tÒte xrÒnƒ pÒlev! oÔ]!h! oÈk Ùl¤gh! gives 24 letters before the h of oÔ]!h! standing under the n of ÜEllh]ne! (see above, line 11). The name of the town therefore was placed in the previous
line, evidently in connection with a mountain (ˆ]rou!). Anything like Teuy‹! ÍpÚ—name of the mountain—
ˆ]rou! seems possible. The leader's name may have stood at the beginning of line 13, corresponding with
Pausanias' éf¤keto ı TeËyi! ÉAgam°mnoni §w ép°xyeian and connecting his name with the place. Thus we
propose: [ÖOrnutÒ! ti! épÆxyeto prÚ! tÚ]n ÉAgam°mnona | [§k Teuy¤do! Ãn ÍpÚ - - - ˆ]rou!. There are 24
supplemented letters in line 13, and 16 letters plus about 8 letters for the name of the mountain in line 14. Of
course the name of the leader could also be here TeËyi!, identical to the name of the town, as in Pausanias. We
should expect the article before ÉAgam°mnona |, given t∞! ÑEl°nh! (line 12).
16f.: The infinitive !trateÊein, respecting Pausanias' ka‹ Ùp¤!v toÁ! ÉArkãda! œn ∑rxen épãjein
¶mellen, will depend on an expression for "refuse". This verb of refusal probably immediately followed the
infinitive. Hence, the verb was probably compound, beginning with a. These criteria can be met by, e.g,
én|[πneto, possibly followed by something like metå t«n •t°rvn. The verb may have been preceded by a
further reference to Ornytos/Teuthis' anger, e.g. ka‹ toÊtou ≤goum°nou mhd¢]n !trateÊein én|[πneto, with
22 letters supplied in line 16. Or, if the author construed the infinitive depending on én[`πneto without negation, he could have stressed the fact (implied in the story and mentioned by Pausanias) that Ornytos/Teuthis
was not a a common person refusing to participate in the war, but a leader of the town's contingent: e.g. [ka‹
!Án to›! ÉArkã!in œn ∑rxe]n, with 23 supplemented letters.
17f.: §kÆlh!e is the only prosaic verb that suits the traces and renders sense, although Pausanias does
not mention the detail of Athene "beguiling" the soldiers of Ornytos/Teuthis: toÁ! ÍpÉ ÉOrnÊtƒ (at the beginning of the next line). She tried, however, épotr°pein t∞! ıdoË TeËyin t∞! o‡kade.
18f.: Since Pausanias tells that Athene appeared, it seems very probable that ]nyh at this particular point
is part of §fãnyh. The regular attic prose form in the intransitive sense would be, of course, §fãnh and this
differentiation of the two passive aorists continued in the koine (see also ad 21). But sometimes we find the yh formation instead of -h, for example in the case of a appearance of a goddess in PGM 11a.14 (ca. 4th cent.):
eÈxari!t« [!o]i, kur¤a, ˜ti moi §fãnyh!. The fact that Athene appeared could not happen after she beguiled
the soldiers. It is therefore impossible to connect this clause with d¢ or ka¤. The best solution is a parenthetic gãr clause: e.g. - - - går §fã]nyh.
Pausanias gives only the name of the man whose guise Athene assumed: M°lani t“ ÉVpÚ! eﬁka!m°nhn, without explaining his relationship to Ornytos. The latter, however, is important for the story, and it
evidently appears in our text: e.g. f¤lƒ aÈ[toË eﬁ|ka!m°nh (for aÈ[t- see sect. I ad loc.). It is appropriate
that Ornytos/Teuthis should have been opposed by a friend: this would account for his anger all the more. On
the other hand, we would also expect the name of this friend of Ornytos/Teuthis. If the name was mentioned,
the only space available is before §fã]nyh: M°lani går §fã]nyh (this would bring the restoration of line 18
to 24 letters). Admittedly, the phrase is ambiguous as the reader will have to connect this dative with eﬁ|ka!m°nh. But there would be no real ambiguity since the author has made it already clear that Athene spoke
to the soldiers and, therefore, has appeared to them.
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lines 19f.: ]ka‹ mØ ßv! ín [ "and (she is advising?) not to do before". What Ornytos/Teuthis and his
soldiers should not do is to return now, before the conquest of Troy. But as ka‹ mØ shows, she is not only
dissuading them, but persuading them, namely, to remain with the rest of the army. The Greek words giving
the required length may be ımonoe›n l°gou!a] ka‹ mØ ßv! ín [Tro¤|a èl«(i) §panelye›n, with altogether
22 letters supplemented in the left part of line 19.
20f.: égan]akt«n (see sect. I ad loc.), easily falls in with the story told by Pausanias: ı d¢ ëte oﬁdoËnto! aÈt“ toË yumoË – – –: e.g. ı d(¢) égan]akt«n [§]p‹ t[“ (or t[ª) – – –, with about 22 letters altogether supplemented at the beginning of this line. The dative, of course, then refers to the opponent's action,
for example: [§]p‹ t[ª pe|rierg¤& (with the word separation respecting the length of the lines).
21: We know from Pausanias that Ornytos/Teuthis does not realize that the counsellor is really Athene;
If fr. 2 provides the end of the line, e‰na[i depends on §f]ãnh, i.e. the goddess appears to be something what
she is not. This leads to the following suggestion: 20f. [§]p‹ t[ª pe|rierg¤& taÊth! ∂ aÈt“ M°l]a! e‰na[i §f]ãnh (on the left, a supplement of 21 letters). The mention of Melas presumes that his name occured
earlier in the story (see ad 18f.).
21f.: Pausanias does not tell us which of Athena's thighs, and precisely where it was wounded (pa¤ei
tØn yeÚn t“ dÒrari §! tÚn mhrÒn). 22 seems to be mh[rÚn. This leaves little room before ]`iou of fr. 2;
l]aioË is promising: e.g. é|[kont¤ƒ ¶pai!en eﬁ! tÚn d°ji]on mh[rÚn l]aioË | [§k m°rou! (the first part of 23
is thus filled with 22 letters).
23f.: the mention of ÉArka[d¤an indicates that the story now turn to the return of the troops of
Ornytos/Teuthis to Arcadia: ka‹ Ùp¤!v eﬁ! tØ]n ÉArka[d¤an] §ke›|[nou! épÆgagen (this brings the supplement of the first part of 23 to 21 letters).

To sum up, we provide here our exempli gratia restoration in toto:

–––––––––––––––––––––––––
4

For an alternative suggestion based on Pausanias' text see above, p. 159 ad loc.: e.g. [ka‹ !Án to›!
ÉArkã!in œn ∑rxe]n,
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The narration, of course, did not end here. We know from Pausanias that after the return of Teuthis' citizens, devastating disease and suffering from famine followed. Then an oracle from Dodona was delivered to them telling how to appease the goddess: they were to
make an image of Athene with a wound in the thigh.
Most likely the lemma told that the inhabitants of Teuthis made such a statue (see
above), just as in fr. 100.3 f Pf. (Aitia): œde går ﬂdrÊonto yeoÁ! tÒte: ka‹ går ÉAyÆnh! |
§n L¤ndƒ DanaÚ! litÚn ¶yhken ßdo!. The verse refering to the statue will have stood at the
end of the episode which Kallimachus begins at SH 276.12-15 (see above). Only when
Kallimachos mentions the statue, does the commentator explain its aition. Thus he will
doubtless have repeated what Kallimachos himself had already told.
It is also astonishing that in the previous chapter of our papyrus a story about Apollo is
told; however, we do not find anything of this in the 12 verses preceding the passage on the
statue of Athene. One solution would be to accept that our papyrus is not a line by line commentary of the Aitia but restricts its scope to lines mentioning an a‡tion. Accordingly, the
expressions a‡]tio! §g°neto and épÚ aﬁt¤|[a! toiaÊth! are welcome restorations. If this
proposal is right, then individual lemmata may come from different and, even if the commentator followed the order of the poem, separated locations. Thus Kallimachos may have told
the a‡tion of the Apollo episode before SH 276; but it also possible that the Apollo story in
some way was intertwined with Athene/Teuthis. Be that as it may, it is clear that the new
lemma ending ]n ÉAyÆnh! belongs to the part of the Aitia covered by SH 276.
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CORRIGENDUM
ZPE 88,1991,164, Z.21 des Texts: die eckige Klammer am Ende der Zeile ist zu tilgen.

TAFEL IV

P.Mich.inv.no. 6235: explanations of Callimachean a‡tia

